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ABSTRACT 
The usual construction of (u, q + 1, I)-BIBD’s from vector spaces over GF(q) is 
generalized to the class of near vector spaces over GF(q). It is shown that every 
(u, q + 1, I)-BIBD can be constructed from a near vector space over GF(q). Some 
corollaries are: Given a (u,,q + 1, I)-BIBD (P,,B,) and a (us, q + 1, l)-BIBD (Ps,B,), 
there is a ((q - l)oius + ur + u2, q + 1, l)-BIBD (J’s, Bs) containing (Pi, B,) and 
(I’s, I?,) as disjoint subdesigns. If there is a (u,q + l,l)-BIBD then there is a 
((q - 1)~ + 1, q, l)-BIBD. Every finite partial (u,q, I)-BIBD can be embedded in a 
finite (u’,q + 1, l)-BIBD. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A (v, k, l)-BIBD, (P, B), is a set P (points) and a set B (blocks) of subsets 
ofpsuchthat IPj=v, lbl=kf or all b E B, and for distinct p,, p, E P there is 
a unique b E B such that p,,p, E b. For brevity such designs will be called 
(k)-BIBD’s or (v, k)-BIBD’s if we wish to emphasize v = 1 PI. Throughout this 
paper 9 will denote a prime power. The most familiar (9 + l)-BIBD’s are the 
projective geometries over GF(9). Recall how they are formed: Let V be a 
vector space over GF(q). Since every two-dimensional subspace of V con- 
tains exactly 9 + 1 one-dimensional subspaces and is generated by any two of 
them, we let P be the set of all one-dimensional subspaces of V, while each 
two-dimensional subspace of V determines a block of B consisting of its 9 + 1 
one-dimensional subspaces. Thus (P, B) is a (u, 9 + l)-BIBD, where v 
= (I VI - I)/(9 - I). 
The results of this paper are based on the following observation: The 
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construction of a (q + l)-BIBD from the vector space V does not depend on 
the fact that V is a vector space, but only on the fact that every e-generated 
subalgebra of V is a vector space. Thus let X, be the class of all algebras 
such that every 2-generated subalgebra is a vector space over GF(q). This is 
equivalent to saying that X, is the class of all algebras satisfying all 
two-variable identities true in vector spaces over GF(q); hence x, is an 
equational class. By an algebra is meant a universal algebra of the same type 
as vector spaces over GF(q), i.e., the usual abelian group operations of 
addition, inverse and additive identity, and unary operations for each ele- 
ment of GF(q) corresponding to scalar multiplication by that element. 
It will be shown that every member of x, co-ordinatizes a (q + l)-BIBD 
in the same way that vector spaces over GF(q) co-ordinatize projective 
geometries, and that every (q + l)-BIBD is co-ordinatized by some member 
of X, . An immediate consequence of this is that if (P,, Bi) is a (z)~, q + l)- 
BIBD for i = 1,2, then there is a ((q - l)u,v, + ul + v2,q + 1) design contain- 
ing (Pi, B,) and ( Pz, B,) as disjoint subdesigns. 
One can make a similar analogy and construction using affine geometry to 
obtain an equational class f?, co-ordinatizing (q)-BIBD’s; this has been done 
by B. Ganter and H. Werner. The process can done as follows: Let y4 be all 
vector spaces over GF(q). A polynomial p(x,, . . .,x,,) is idempotent if 
p(x,x,...,r)=xi; the idempotent polynomials of vq are of the form 
a,x,+ * ’ * + anxn where oi E GF(q) and Cal = 1. It is easily seen that these 
are generated by { 2x + (1 - a) y ] (Y E GF( q)} under polynomial composition. 
If VE?;b, then V is its idempotent reduct [i.e., replace the original 
operations on V_ by {ax+(l-a)y]aEGF(q)}]. Let $ ={v]VEqi}; it 
turns out that 7% is an equational class. Let C, be the class of all algebras 
which satisfy all two variable identities holding in ?‘. Not every member of 
C, is the idempotent reduct of a member of X,. However, the idempotent 
reduct of a member of x, is a member of C,. An immediate corollary of 
this is that if there is a (0, q + 1)BIBD, then there is a ((q - 1) u + 1, q)-BIBD. 
B. Ganter [l] has shown that every finite partial (q + l)-BIBD can be 
embedded in a finite (q + l)-BIBD. The idempotent reduct theorem then 
implies that every finite partial (q)-BIBD can be embedded in a finite 
(q)-BIBD. 
2. CO-ORDINATIZATION THEORY 
Let 9l E ‘X, , Since every two generated subalgebra of 8 is a vector space 
over GF(q), we can follow word for word the construction of a (q + l)-BIBD 
from a vector space over GF(q) to get a (q + l)-BIBD p(a) = (P(3), B(Z)) 
from %, Note that ]P(%)]=u=(]%]-1)/(4-l), so that ]%I-1 (modq- 1). 
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Conversely let (P, B) be a (q + 1)BIBD. To each element p E P associate 
elements p(O),p(l),...,p(q-1) so that for any pl,pz~ P we have p,(O) 
= p,(O) =O, and otherwise pi(i) = pz( j) iff p, = p, and i = i. Let A = 
{p(i)~p~P,O<i~q-l};~A~=(q-1)~P~+1.Foreachp~Pdefine{p(i)~O 
< i < q - l} to be a one dimensional vector space over GF(q) so that p(0) is 
the zero. of the vector space. In order that we have an algebra in %, based 
on A, it is necessary to complete the definition of addition in A so that every 
two generated subalgebra is a vector space over GF(q). Thus pick p,, p, E P 
with p, # p,. Let b = { p,, p,, . . . , p, + 1} be the unique block of B containing 
p, and p,. Let W be a two-dimensional vector space over GF(q) and 
W W4+r r,“‘, its one-dimensional subspaces. Let vi be an isomorphism from 
{ pi( j)lO < j < q - l} onto Wi, and finally let q= uqz,‘~~. Then q’-l induces 
a vector space structure on { pi( j)ll < i Q q + 1,O < i < q - l} compatible 
with what has been defined previously. Repeating this procedure for each 
block in B and using the fact that (P, B) is a (0, q + l)-BIBD, we see that we 
have indeed defined an algebra q((P, B)) in X, with base set A and 
IAl=(q-l)c+l. 
THEOREM (Co-ordinatization theorem). Let s,,, be the class of all 
(q+l)-BIBD’s. There are mappings p: x,-+s,+, and 9: s,+,+x, such 
that if I?IEX~, then Ip(~)I=(l~l-I)/(q-l), and if (P,B)E~C,+,, then 
k(‘Q:sy))I =(q- 1)IPI + 1. Furthermore, p-q is an isomorphimn of (q+ l)- 
COROLLARY (Product rule theorem). Zf there are (P,,B,) and 
(PDB,) E Sq+l with lPll=vl and lPzl=v2, then there is (P3,B3)~Sq+l 
with IPJ=(q-1) v,v,+v,+ v2 and containing (P,,B,) and (P2,B,) as 
disjoint subdesigns. 
Proof. Let <Pa,Bs)= p(q((P,,B,)) X ‘P((P,,B,>)), and note that (P1,BJ 
=~(v((f’~,f$))X {O)), while <f’~,&>-~p({O) xv(<p2,B2))). n 
3. IDEMPOTENT REDUCTION THEOREM 
THEOREM (Idempotent reduction theorem). 
every member Q3 of ‘X, is a member of C,. 
The idempotent reduct B of 
Proof. Ey has th e property that for any 2l E c4 and any a,, a2 E 2l with 
a, Z a2, the subalgebra generated by { a,,~,} contains exactly q elements. 
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Let BE X, ; from the definitions of X4 and C, it is clear that to show that 
%E Cq we need only show that any two distinct elements in g generate a 
subalgebra of size 9. Thus let a,, us E g with a, # us. If 0 E {a,, a,}, then the 
subalgebra of B generated by { ~,,a,} is, in 8, a one-dimensional vector 
space over GF(9) and hence has 9 elements. If OE { a,,~,} then in ZJ, 
{ 0, a,, us} generates a two-dimensional vector space over GF( 9). Thus in B, 
{ a,,~,} generates an affine line in this vector space and hence has 9 
elements. H 
COROLLARY. Zf there is a (n,9+ l)-BIBD, then there is a 
((y-l)u+l,q)-BIBD. 
A partial (0, k)-BIBD (P,B) is a set of u elements P and a set B of 
k-element subsets of P such that any two distinct elements of P are contained 
in at most one b E B. 
THEOREM (Finite embedding theorem for S,,,: B. Ganter [l]). Every 
finite partial (9 + l)-BIBD can be embedded into a finite (9 + l)-BIBD. 
THEOREM (Finite embedding theorem for Sq), Every finite partial (9)- 
BIBD can be embedded in a finite (9)-BIBD. 
Proof. Let (P, B ) b e a finite partial (9)-BIBD. Choose distinct points pb 
for each bE:B so that {pJbEB}nP=@. Let P’=Pu{p,JbEB} and 
B’={bu{p,}IbEB}; then (P’,B’) is a finite partial (9 + l)-BIBD and so 
can be embedded in a finite (9 + l)-BIBD (P”, B”). As previously, we let 
A={pi(j)lpjEP”,O< j<9-1}, where p,(O) = pj(0)=O, p,(l) = pi and IAl 
=(9- l)IP”I+l. Let p,,p, EP with p,#p, and pl,pzEbEB. Since bcA, 
we want to co-ordinatize A so that when we take its idempotent reduct, the 
affine line generated by { p,,p,} is b. If we can do this for arbitrary pl, p,, b, 
then we will have embedded (P, B) in a finite (9)-BIBD. Let W, W,,q,q be 
as defined in Sec. 2. Let L = { ul,. . . , uq} be an affine line of W not through 
the origin. Thus no two points of L lie in the same one-dimensional subspace 
of W, and so we may assume that q E Wi for 1 < i < 9. We assume that for 
each pi P, { p( j)lO < i < 9-l} has been turned into a one-dimensional 
vector space as before. For each pE&=bu{pb}={pl,p,,...,p,,pb}, we 
glue { p( j)} to a one-dimensional subspace of W as follows: Glue { pi( j)} to 
Wi via an isomorphism which sends pi (1) = pi to ui (note that this is always 
possible), and glue { pb( j)} to Wq+ 1 via any isomorphism. Thus b becomes 
an affine line as desired. Repeat this procedure for all b E B, and then 
complete the definition of the algebra based on A as in Sec. 2. Thus the 
theorem is proved. H 
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4. EQUATIONAL CLASSES WITH PROPERTY (1, m, n) 
To what extent can we generalize this method to co-ordinatize other 
designs? Note that X, has the property that every O-generated algebra has 
exactly one element, every strictly I-generated (i.e. l-generated but not 
O-generated) algebra has exactly 9 elements and every strictly 2-generated 
algebra has exactly 92 elements. Thus we make the following 
DEFINITION . An equational class has property (l,m,n) if ever-v O- 
generated algebra has exactly 1 element, every strictly l-generated algebra 
has exactly m elements, and every strictly e-generated algebra has exactly 12 
elements. 
This is equivalent to saying that for i =O, 1,2 any strictly i-generated 
algebra in x is isomorphic to 5% (i), the free algebra in % on i free 
generators, and that IS,(O)]= 1, I%,(l)] =m, IT3c(2)(= n. There is one 
possibility which we exclude, namely that n =2m - 1. This occurs exactly 
when ‘X has no essential binary polynomials (a binary polynomial is essential 
if it depends on both variables). Thus we assume that S; has an essential 
binary polynomial. 
If X is a (l,m,n) equational class, we denote by 0 the unique element in 
CT%(O) and by {(Y~(x),(Y~(x),...,~~,_~(x)} the m elements of %%(I); here 
aa = 0 and or(x) = X. Let 9 be the semigroup of non-zero elements of 
5% (1) under composition of functions. Since any member of ?? is necessarily 
L free generator of 5% (l), by (l,m,n) we have that 9 is indeed closed 
urder composition and is in fact a group. The inverse of ai in (3 will be 
‘enoted by a _ i (x). 
THEOREM 4.1: If X is a (l,m, n) equational CZUSS, then 9% (2) 
[ 4, (UK so that n = m2. 
Proof. Denote the elements of [ %3c (l)]” by ( ai ( x), cri ( y )). First note that 
F, (l)]’ has exactly m + 1 strictly l-generated subalgebras which will be 
dled one-dimensional subalgebras; generators of these subalgebras are (0, y) 
nd (x, (Y~ (y)) for 0 < i < m - 1. From this we see that the subalgebra 
enerated by (0, y) and (x, 0) is strictly e-generated, and so 9% (2) L [ 9% ( 1)12. 
‘he elements generatd by (0, y) and (x,0) certainly include 
(‘yai( Y)), (%(x)~o)loG i < m - l}. Next we use the fact that there is 
n essential binary polynomial p (x,, x.J. Thus p( (x, 0), (0, y)) = 
P(~YO)~P(O7Y))=(oli(4YqY))~ h w ere l<i,j<m-1. Thus p(x,O)=a,(x) 
nd p(O,y)= ai( Let 9( ~1~~2)’ p(“-i(“l),“-i(xz)); then 
‘(x~o)=p(a-*(x)~o)=(Yj((Y_i(X))= x, and similarly 9(0, y) = y. Thus we 
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have 9( (x,0), (O,(Y~( y))) = (x, oi( y)) for 0 < i < m - 1, and so 9% (2) 
= [ 9% (l)]’ and n = m2 as claimed. n 
REMARK If x is a (1, m,m2) equational class, then we can use it to 
co-ordinatize (m + l)-BIBD’s as we used vector spaces over GF(9) to co- 
ordinatize (9 + l)-BIBD’s. 
Call two elements of s,(2) in&pen&& if neither is in the subalgebra 
generated by the other; necessarily any pair of independent elements of 
s,(2) are free generators of it. Let II, be the automorphism group of 
9% (2); since 9% (2) contains (m2 - l)( m2 - m) ordered pairs of independent 
elements, [II,] = ( m2 - 1)(m2 - m). Let S be the set of one-dimensional sub- 
algebras of S,(2), and for (ai(r),ai( y))Z(O,O) let [(ai(x)>ai( y))] be the 
unique element of S containing (q(x), ai ( y)). Let II, be the permutation 
group on S induced by lJ,; obviously II2 is doubly transitive on S. To show 
that El, is triply transitive on S, we need only show that there is an 
automorphism of T%,(2) which fixes [(x,0)], fixes [(0, y)] and for any 1~ i 
<m-l sends [(x,y)] to [(~,a,( y))]. Th e automorphism which does this is 
induced by mapping (x, 0) to (x, 0) and (0, y) to (0, (Y~ ( y)). 
If IIs is sharply triply transitive on S, then we can invoke a well-known 
theorem from the theory of permutation groups to conclude that ) S I= 9 + 1 
for some prime power 9 (see [3]). Since ] S ) = m + 1, this would mean that m 
is a prime power. 
THEOREM 4.2. II, is sharply triply transitive on S iff 9 is an abelian 
group. 
Proof Since ] S ( = m + 1, IT, is sharply triply transitive on S iff ]I12J 
= (m + l)m(m - 1). Since III,] = (m + l)m(m - 1)2, II2 is sharply triply 
transitive on S iff exactly m-l automorphisms ‘p of T%(2) fix S. Then 
4(x,0)) = (440) f or some i > 1, and ~((0, y)) = (0, ai( y)) for some j > 1. 
But then ‘P((~,“~(Y)))=‘P(~((X,O),(O,~~(Y))))=~(~((~,O)),~,((O,~~(Y)))) 
=9((ai(x),0),(0,cp(ark(Y))))=9((ai(x),0),(0,(Yk((P(Y))))=9(((Yi(X)ro), (“,a,(aj 
x(Y))))=((%(x),%(aj(Y)))* Now (ai(X)>%(ai( Y)))E[(x,ak( Y))] iff oi(ok( Y)) 
= ak(aj ( y)). For k = 1 this means i = i. Hence r+~ fixes S iff LU~ (x) is in the 
center of 9 . Thus II, is sharply triply transitive on S iff ‘? is abelian. H 
Let us instead focus our attention on the idempotent binary polynomials 
of x . Recall that a function f(~i, . . . ,x,) is idempotent if f(~, X, . . . ,x) = x for 
all X, and note that a composition of idempotent functions is again idempo- 
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tent. What are the idempotent binary polynomials of X ? They are the 
elements of 9% (2) congruent to (x, 0) under the kernel of the endomorphism 
q which sends (x, 0) to (x, 0) and (0, y) to (x, 0) (since this is equivalent to 
identifying the variables). The cardinality of the equivalence class containing 
(x, 0) is either m or m + 1, since CJI maps each one-dimensional subalgebra of 
9% (2) onto either [(x, 0)] or (O,O), and 9, can map at most one one- 
dimensional subalgebra onto (0,O) [since the congruence class containing 
(0,O) is a subalgebra of 4, (2)]. 
THEOREM 4.3. X has exactly m iakmpotent binary polynomials. 
Proof. Let + be the endomorphism induced by sending (x, 0) to (x, 0) and 
(x,y) to (x,0); let p be th e endomorphism induced by sending (x, 0) to (x, 0) 
and (0, y) to (0,O). Since q and 1c/ differ by an automorphism of 9% (2), we 
see that 3i has exactly m idempotent binary polynomials iff the $-class 
containing (x, 0) has exactly m elements. Since n( ( X, y)) = (x, 0), we see that 
Ker$ < Kerp. But p( T,(2)) = \c/( T%(2)) and is finite. Hence we must have 
Ker 4 = Ker p. But clearly the n-class containing (x, 0) has exactly m elements, 
and so there are exactly m idempotent binary polynomials. n 
Finally we are in a position to show that there is no straightforward 
generalization of the main idea of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.4. Zf 3c is a (l,m,n) equational class with an essential 
binary polynomial, then n = m2 and m is a prime power. 
Proof. We know that n= m2 and that X has exactly m idempotent 
binary polynomials. Let ( (Y~ (x), LY~( y)) and ( ak( x), q( y)) be idempotent and 
9, be the automorphism induced by sending (x, 0) to (q(x), ai ( y)) and (0, y) 
to (444 Y))* S’ mce the composition of idempotent functions is again 
idempotent, cp maps the idempotent binary polynomials onto themselves. 
The converse is also obvious. Thus if Z is the set of all idempotent binary 
polynomials and II3 is the group of permutations on Z induced by the 
automorphisms of F%(2) which map Z to I, then IIs is sharply doubly 
transitive on 1. Hence we can invoke another well-known theorem from the 
theory of permutation groups to conclude that ]I 1 is a prime power (again 
see [3]). Since ] Z I= m, m is a prime power as claimed. n 
The author thanks Bernhard Ganter for several stimulating conversations. 
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